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Hydrodynamic conditions in porous flow-through electrodes are discussed with special emphasis on radial 
diffusion effects on the efficiency of reactant conversion. The effect of porosity and tortuosity on the 
conversion efficiency are also considered. It is shown experimentally that radial diffusion limits the elec- 
trode efficiency for q~(L) = vr2/2DL > 0.5 and normal porosity and tortuosity values; Oq ~ 1. For 
~(L) < 0.5, the electrode works with 100% efficiency. 

A porous flow-through electrode is divided, in the most general case, into three regions: (a) velocity 
entrance length h ~ 0.2vr 2/v in which a steady velocity profile is developing; (b) diffusional entrance 
length H "" vr 2/2D for which ~(x) = vr 2/2Dx i> 1 ; in this region a radial diffusional concentration profile 
is developing and h is usually much smaller than H; (c) the region where the velocity and concentration 
profiles are fully developed. Only in region (c) does the electrode operate with 100% efficiency. In 
regions (a) and (b) radial diffusion limits the electrode efficiency. 

1. Introduction 

Porous flow-through electrodes are currently 
attracting much attention in view of their poten- 
tial industrial applications. Thus, in addition to 
their obvious uses in fuel cells and in electrosyn- 
theses, such electrode systems have been suggested 
for the electrochemical removal of copper [1, 2] 
and antimony [3] and the oxidation of ferrous to 
ferric ions in industrial waters [4]. 

This type of electrode offers three major advan- 
tages as compared with stationary porous 
electrodes. 

(1) Very high mass transfer rates even at moder- 
ate flow speeds; hence concentration limitations 
can be considerably eliminated; 

(2) If the electrode is working at complete 
reactant conversion, the outflowing solution con- 
tains pure product and the electrode acts as a sep- 
arator between product and unconsumed reactant. 

(3) It enables continuous operation as compared 
with batch processes in stationary systems. With 
proper optimization, this feature could lead to 
significant reductions in cost per unit of product. 

The maximum limiting current density obtain- 
able from this electrode system i m in the absence 
of any rate limitation is: 
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i m =  nFvR b (1) 

where v is the superficial flow speed in cm s -1 
given by v = Q/a (where Q is the volume flow rate 
in cm 3 s-~ and a is the geometrical cross-sectional 
area of the electrode), R b is the inlet concen- 
tration of reactant, n is the number of electrons 
and F is the Faraday. The efficiency of the elec- 
trode can be seriously limited by radial diffusion 
effects, i.e. the experimental limiting current 
becomes less than that which is given by Equation 
1, hence file electrolyte leaves the electrode at the 
exit face only partly reacted. 

It has been recently shown [5, 6] that com- 
plete reactant conversion is possible only when 
the radial diffusion time [7] r = r2/2D <. the 
residence time (r.t. = L/v) of the electrolyte i.e. 
r 2/2D <~ L/v  is a necessary condition for com- 
plete conversion, i.e. for Equation 1 to be obeyed. 
The ratio r/r.t. = vr 2/2DL = ~(L ). 

Thus for complete conversion 

~(L) = vrZ/2DL ~< 1. (2) 

For incomplete conversion 

~(L)> 1. 

At the limit of very large ~(L) values, the 
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system approaches the flow in a tube treated pre- 
viously by Levich [8], Equation 16. A question 
then arises concerning the value of ~blim (L) and 
the degree of conversion for intermediate values 
of qS(L), i.e. 1 < q)(L) "-. ~ WlimW'(L) where Salima'tL) is the 
limiting value beyond which the flow regime given 
by Levich (Equation 16) is prevailing? 

The purpose of this communciation is to 
present analytical solutions to these questions, and 
to compare them with experimental results. In 
addition, the effects of porosity and tortuosity on 
the conversion efficiency are discussed. The treat- 
ment is presented for tubular pores and then 
modified to account for porosity and tortuosity 
effects in actual porous electrodes. 

2. Model and solution 

Firstly, let us consider a tubular pore with fully 
developed velocity and concentration profiles and 
negligible entrance effects. These assumptions are 
commonly adopted in treating porous flow. 
through electrodes. As will be shown later these 
assumptions are justified only for low flow rates 
and electrodes of fine pores [9]. A further object- 
ive here is to test the validity of these assumptions 
and determine the value of ~(L) below which these 
assumptions are justified. 

For a constant concentration R w at the pore 
wall over the electrode length, and by analogy 
with radial heat transfer in laminar flow [10], the 
solution is [9] 

(Nu) = kd/D = 3.66 (3) 

where (Nu) is the Nusselt number, D is the dif- 
fusion coefficient in cm 2 s -1 , d is the pore dia- 
meter in cm and k is the radial mass transfer co- 
efficient in cm s- t .  The radial mass transfer rate 
per unit area of pore surface is 

the rate of radial diffusion = k[Rm(x)  - -Rw]  

where Rm(X ) is the concentration at the pore 
centre at x. Clearly, at the limiting current, Rw = 0 
along the pore length, hence 

the rate of radial diffusion = 3.66(D/d)R m (x). 
(4) 

Performing a mass balance in the axial direction on 
a space element dx, Fig. 1, gives 

di = -- nFv dRm(x). (5) 

v/crn s "I I] 
- - - - , , d x  ~ 

0 x=L 

Fig. 1. Geometrical  model  o f  a porous f low-through 
electrode. 

Axial diffusion is neglected in this equation. 
This is justified [11] forD/Lv<O.O1 i.e. i fL = 
1 cm, D = 10 -s cm 2 s -1 , then axial diffusion is 
negligible for v >  0-001 cm s -1 . The current di of 
Equation 5 is supported by radial diffusion to the 
internal surfaces of the pores in the space element 
dx, thus 

di = 3"66nF(D/d)RmA dx (6) 

where A is the peripheral surface area of the 
porous electrode in cm 2 cm -3 . Integration of 
Equation 5 and using Rm(0 ) = R b as a boundary 
condition gives 

fix) = n F V [ R b - - R m ( x ) ] .  (7) 

Combining Equations 6 and 7, rearranging and 
integrating one obtains 

d R m ( x ) / R m ( X  ) = - -  3.66(AD/dv) dx. 

This equation is integrated using the boundary 
condition x = 0, R m = R b to give at x = L 

Rm(L ) = R b exp [-- 3.66(AD/dv)L].  (8) 

Substituting in Equation 7 gives 

iL2 = nFvRb {1 -- exp [-- 3.66(AD/dv)L ] } 

= &1{1-- exp [-- 3.66(AD/dv)L] }, (9) 

where iL2 is the limiting current in the presence of 
radial diffusion limitations. Consequently the con- 
version efficiency f i s  

f = 1- -exp[- -3 .66(AD/dv)L]  (10) 

where f = iL2/iL 1. Austin et al. [9] obtained this 
equation and concluded that for electrodes of 
fine pores the above exponent has a large negative 
value and f is practically unity. 

The peripheral surface area A is related to the 
mean pore diameter d and the porosity 0 by [12] 
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A = 40/d. (11) 

Substituting in Equation 10 and putting d = 2r 
gives 

f = 1 -- exp [-- 3.66D/rZL/v]. (12) 

A similar equation has been recently derived by 
Wroblowa and Razumney [13]. 

A porous electrode is essentially an isotrop!c 
network of highly interlinked pores. Since v = Q/a, 
then the actual velocity of electrolyte inside the 
pore vp must depend on the fraction of a available 
for the electrolyte flow i.e. on the porosity 0 ; thus 
vp = v/O. It has long been recognized that vp is 
several times greater than v; a factor of 4-8 was 
suggested by Muskat [14], Furthermore, the 
actual distance travelled by the electrolyte is qL 
where q is the tortuosity factor, the value of which 
is usually between x/2 and 2 for normal porous 
solids [15]. Consequently the actual r.t. is given by 

actual r.t. = qL/% = OqL/v 

= Oqx (apparent r.t.). 

In order for Equation 12 to correspond to experi- 
mental conversion efficiencies in porous elec- 
trodes, L/v should be replaced by the ratio of the 
actual quantities, thus 

f = 1 -- exp [-- 1.830q/O(L)]. (13) 

By analogy, Equation 9 becomes 

Rm(x)/Rb = exp[-- 1.830q/O(x)]. (14) 

Equations 13 and 14 show that as q~(x) decreases 
(fast radial diffusion and long residence time) 
Rm(X)/R b decreases exponentially whereas f in-  
creases, becoming ultimately equal to unity for 
small qS(L). Under this condition, the exponential 
term in Equation 9 is negligible and the equation 
becomes identical to Equation 1. For the same 
value of q~(L), fincreases with increasing 0 and/or 
q. This effect of porosity can be explained on the 
basis of the above discussion. Thus as the porosity 
increases (constant qS(L)), the actual flow speed 
inside the pore (at a certain flow rate) decreases; 
hence fincreases. As q increases, the actual path 
length of the electrolyte inside the electrode in- 
creases and so also does the actual residence time; 
hence f increases. 

Fig. 2 shows the dependence o f f  on both ~(L) 
and the product Oq. It is seen that a high 
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Fig. 2. Effects of  O(L) on the efficiency and of  q~(x) on 
the concentration profile in a f low-thwugh electrode. 

conversiomefficiency is favoured by small q~(L) or 
large Oq values. This agrees with the above physical 
reasoning. The figure also shows the variation of 
the ratio Rm(x)/R b with q~(x) and Oq. tt is seen 
that as ~b(x) decreases (or Oq increases)Rm(X)/R b 
decreases, becoming ultimately equal to zero when 

f = l .  

3. Experimental 

The flow-through cell used in the measurements is 
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The polarization at 
the entrance face r/0 was measured against the 
reference electrode R2, whereas that at the exit 
face ~/1 was measured versus R1. The reference 
electrodes were Hg/HgzSO4 (in 1 N H2SO4). The 
two counter electrodes offer the option of chang- 
ing the direction of the current flow with respect 
to the electrolyte flow. The two contacts to the 
working electrodes were used to measure the elec- 
tronic resistance of the packed bed electrode. This 
was always found to be negligible (< 0.05 ~). The 
electrode was positioned vertically and the electro- 
lyte was made to flow in the upward direction 
under a constant pressure head generated by a 
simple flow system. 

The electrode was made of cylindrical copper 
particles (0.04 cm diameter by about 0-2 cm 
length). These particles were uniformly packed and 
then pressed to ensure good electrical contact. The 
porosity of the packed bed electrode was calculated 
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Fig. 3. Flow-through cell. 

from the weight of the packed particles and 
the density of copper. The flow speed was calcu- 
lated by measuring the volume of the electrolyte 
flowing during the course of an experiment; v = 
Q/a, where Q is the volume flow rate and a is the 
geometrical cross-sectional area of the electrode. 
The diameter of the packed bed was 2 cm and its 
length was 2.1 cm, hence edge effects can be 
neglected. 

The above cell and flow system were used in 
performing liquid permeability measurements 
from which the mean pore diameter and the per- 
ipheral surface area of the porous electrode were 
calculated [11, 12]. 

The limiting current was measured for the 
deposition of Cu 2+ and for the (2-electron) reduc- 
tion of oxygen, both on the packed bed copper 
electrode in 1 N H2 SO4 at room temperature 
25 + 2~ The solutions were 1.8 x 10 -4  M CuSO4 
(de-aerated with prepurified nitrogen) and 3.3 x 
10 .4 M dissolved oxygen, both in 1 N H2 SO4. The 
concentrations were determined polarographically. 
The limiting current was determined using a simple 

steady-state galvanostatic technique. A constant 
cathodic current was passed and a steady potential 
reading was soon obtained. Under all flow.speeds 
and concentrations, a well-defined mass transfer 
limiting current was easily determined from the 
plot of the current-potential data. 

4. Results and discussion 

The tortuosity of the packed bed electrode was 
calculated from the electrolytic resistance of the 
electrolyte filling its pores. This in turn was calcu- 
lated by measuring the ohmic potential drop 
between the two reference electrodes, while a 
constant d.c. current was flowing between the 
two counter electrodes. This resistance [12] equals 
Reef = R~reeq/O, where R~e~ is the resistance of 
the same electrolyte column without copper pack- 
ing. Hence by knowingRf~ee and 0, q can be cal- 
culated. The value ofq  so obtained was about 1.75 
which is well within the range of accepted values 
[151. 

The liquid permeability of the electrode was 
calculated from the pressure-flow rate data and 
then used to calculate the mean pore diameter of 
the electrode [11, 12]. The equivalent pore radius 
was found to be 67 ttm. In calculating the value of 
r the diffusion coefficient of Cu 2+ was taken 
from reference [16] as 7.5 x 10 -6 cm 2 s -1 for 
1.8 x 10 -4 M CuSO4 at 25~ 

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of experimental 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
efficiencies for the eleetrodeposition of Cu 2+. 

values of f with theoretical predictions. The solid 
line was calculated for the values of Oq = 
0.47 x 1.75 = 0.822 obtained experimentally. The 
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agreement between theory and experiment is 
satisfactory for r < 0-5. Alternatively, the 
experimental limiting current is plotted versus 
flow speed on logarithmic scales in Fig. 5, for both 
oxygen reduction and copper deposition. The 
straight line portions with slopes of about unity 
correspond t 9 Equation 9 when the exponential 
term is negligible, i.e. when radial diffusion is fast 
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Fig. 5. Logarithmic plot of limiting current versus flow 
speed for reduction of oxygen and deposition of copper. 

and hence 100% conversion is achieved. The 
curvature in the plots marks the onset of radial 
diffusion limitations on the limiting current. This 
occurs at r > 0.5. On analysing the results 
reported by Kenkel and Bard [5] for the electro- 
reduction of Fe(III) on microporous electrodes, it 
was found that complete conversion was possible 
for r < 0'6 in agreement with the present 
results. This illustrates the general nature of the 
qS(L) criterion. 

For r > 0.5, the experimental values o f f  
become progressively less than those predicted by 
the model, indicating that radial diffusion limi- 
tations on fa re  actually greater than predicted. 
This can be explained on the basis that Equation 
13 holds for fully developed profiles of velocity 
and of radial diflhsion inside the electrode. For 
this condition to be fulfilled, the diffusional 

entrance length H must be negligible with respect 
to the electrode length. This is defined as the dis- 
tance over which a steady radial diffusion profile 
is developing and is given by Levich [8] as 
H ~ vr2/D. A closer approximation to this value is 

H ~- vr2/2D. (15) 

For negligible diffusional entrance effects [6], 
H/L = vr 2/2DL = q~(L) < 0.1. Thus for 4(L) > 0.5 
a steady radial diffusional profile is not established 
in more than one-half of the electrode length. For 
r > 1, the entire length of the electrode is not 
sufficient for a steady radial diffusion profile to 
develop. In this diffusional entrance region a dif- 
fusional radial concentration profile is in the pro- 
cess of developing and neither Equation 1 nor 13 
correctly predicts the electrode efficiency. The 
radial diffusional pattern in this region is similar to 
that in a tube where the limiting diffusion current 
is given by 

iL3 = 2.01nFDRb(v~ (16) 

where iz3 is the limiting diffusion current in a tube 
of radius r and x is the distance inside the tube. 
Equation 16 was derived by Levich [8] assuming 
that the diffusion layer thickness g(x) is very small 
with respect to the pore radius. The value of 6(x) 
varies with distance and is given by 

6(x) = (I/0.67)(Drx/v~ u3. (17) 

Hence 5(x)/r is 

6(x)/r = (1/0.67)[1/2r 1/3, (18) 

where ~(x) = vr 2/2Dx for Equation 16 to apply, 
6(x)/r < 0-1 i.e. r > 1000. This corresponds to 
large values of v and/or r and short distances e.g. in 
the velocity entrance length h. This velocity 
entrance length h is defined by Levich [8] as the 
distance beyond which a Poiseuille parabolic vel- 
ocity profile is fully developed. This is given 
[6, 8] by 

h ~ 0.2vr2/p (19) 

where u is the kinematic viscosity. Consequently, 
there is a transition region where 0.5 < r < 
1000 which lies between the range of validity of 
Equations 1 and 16. In this transition region, it is 
obvious that in2 is proportional to v c~ where 
0.33 < c~ < 1, with the higher values ofc~ cor- 
responding to lower values of r The results of 
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Sioda [17] ,  tabulated in reference [13] and of  
Alkire and Gracon [18],  support  these predictions. 
Thus for ~(L) values as large as 80, a = 0.41, 
whereas for lower values of  ~b(L), larger values of  

a were obtained. 

5. Conclusions 

On the basis of  the above discussion, a porous 
flow-through electrode may be divided, in the 
most general case, into the following three regions, 

Fig. 6. 
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AI 
[3 c J 

-I 
Fig. 6. Various regions in a porous flow-through electrode. 
q~(L) ~ 0.5. Region A is highly exaggerated. 

(1) Region A in which a parabolic velocity 
profile is developing. The length of this region is 
usually very short; h ~ 0.2vr2/v.  Thus if r = 
10~tm, u = 10 -2 cm 2 s -~ and v =  0.1 cms  -1,  then 
h ~ 10 -6 cm. 

(2) Region B, the length of  which H ~ vr 2/2D. 

In this region a radial diffusional concentration 
profile is developing. Along this distance, the value 
of  ~(x) increases from 6(x) ~ r at its beginning to 
6(x) --~ r at its end. Over the first part of  this 
region, where 6(x) ~ r and ~(x) > 1000, the limit- 
ing radial mass transfer flux is given by Equation 
16. Region A is much shorter than B, H/h  ~ 1000, 
in view of  the fact that v/D = (Sc) ~-- 1000 for 
normal aqueous solutions, where (Sc) is the 
Schmidt number. In both  regions A and B, radial 

diffusion limits the conversion efficiency of  the 

electrode. 
(3) Region C starts at 8(x) ~- r and q~(x) = 1 and 

extends over the rest of  the electrode where both 
velocity and radial diffusional concentration pro- 
files are fully developed. In this region, radial dif- 
fusion does not  limit the conversion efficiency and 
the limiting current obeys Equation 1. 
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